
 

Fictional Branching Storyline 

Overview: 

• Category: Fiction 

• Type: Branching Narrative 

• Best Genres: Can work with any genre of fiction, and in many cases can contain 

multiple genres as storylines continue to branch. 

• Interactivity Level: Medium 

• Re-play-ability: High (someone can do more than once with a different result). 

• Why: The great thing about a branching narrative or choose your adventure is the 

reader takes on the role of a character within the story, and the choices they make not 

only affect the story but how they move through the city. Plus, it allows people to play 

multiple times to see what would happen if they chose differently. In fact, close to 

30% of adventures will go back and try a story again. 

• Examples to Play via Spoiler Mode: The Adelaide Time Travel Caper by Ben Crisp 

(Award Nominated), The Chapel of Unlove by Dimity Powell (Award Nominated), 9 

Fathom Deep by Kim Wilkins & Ori Diskett, The Omicron by Isobelle Carmody. 

 

       
 

Elements included in this template are:  

• Branching story pathways,  

• Suggestions for branch theming, 

• Audio, and  

• Basic use of the Story City App. 

 

 

Setting Up: 
 

Be the Hero! Choose your adventure! A branching storyline takes the reader on a journey of 

their choosing, where they step into the main role, literally!  

 

Each reader will start at the same point, but their decisions will determine how the story plays 

out and where they’ll end up in the city. This template sets up a four-chapter storyline with 

five alternate endings seen in the diagram on the next page.  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZJi6siJLAOA


You can obviously add in more branches, but we recommend only doing so after you’ve fully 

written/scripted the scenes of the below basic structure. After all, it’s easy to draw summaries 

and lines between boxes, but when it comes to fully fleshing out that plan? You need to bring 

you’re A-game! Generally having an idea of what locations you want to use will help provide 

you with inspiration, particularly when it comes to creating more than one ending.  

 

 
Alt-Text: Tree diagram of branching pathway structure. Twelve numbered boxes that lead to five endings: Win, Partial Win, 
Partial Loss, Partial Win, and Loss. 

 

This type of branching structure holds twelve chapters total:  

 

• One introduction chapter (blue),  

• Six body chapters (purple and orange), and 

• Five ending chapters (green, yellow, and red).  

 

In the Story City app, the chapter list should look like the figure on the next page.  

 

  

Branching Out:  
 

Creating a branching narrative can be like facing down a dragon without your trusty fire 

extinguisher. We get it! There are many different factors to consider, and keeping track of each 

storyline can quickly turn into a giant corkboard with red string. So instead of sticking to one 

type of storyline (which is the fastest way to writer’s block IMHO), try exploring different 

themes in each branching pathway. For example, in a murder mystery: 

 

- One pathway could have the reader explore a mystery themselves, touching on themes of 

love, personal sacrifice, or compassion in each different branch. While another storyline 

could explore being wrongfully accused and how that might be different between people 

of different class, race, gender etc. 

- Or get really creative and have a different genre in each pathway. One branch could end 

in fantasy and magic, while another is sci-fi, or perhaps a spy adventure like you’ll find 

in the Story City adventure by Meg Vann, The Great ‘Gabba Mystery. 



 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Alt-Text: Part 1 of a list of eight boxes each with a chapter title, location, and the number of connections. From top to 
bottom they read: “1 Blue Chapter – Location, None – Connections 1”, “2 Purple Chapter – Location, None – Connections 3”, 
“3 Purple Chapter– Location, None – Connections 3”, “4 Orange Chapter – Locations, None – Connections 3”, “5 Orange 
Chapter – Location, None – Connections 2”, “6 Orange Chapter  – Location, None – Connections 3”, “7 Orange Chapter  – 
Location, None – Connections 3”, “8 Green Chapter – Location, None – Connections 1”. 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 
Alt-Text: Part 2 of a list of four boxes each with a chapter title, location, and the number of connections. From top to 
bottom they read: “9 Yellow Chapter – Location, None – Connections 2”, “11 Yellow Chapter – Location, None – Connections 
2”, “10 Red Chapter – Location, None – Connections 2”, “12 Red Chapter – Locations, None – Connections 1”. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Get Creative:  
 

Change the complexity of your story by increasing or decreasing the number of chapters. 

The more options you give to the reader and the more endings you can create, the more 

impact a reader will feel like they have in the story. Instead of two options, give them 

three or four. Just make sure each and every decision impacts the pathway or ending the 

reader will reach.  

 

Remember that people will be in the real-world walking and exploring while taking part 

in the story. The longer the story is, the more likely people will lose interest in completing 

it if the physical effort is not worth the storyline.  

 

Also keep in mind 30% of adventurers will repeat an adventure to find out what would 

happen if they made a different choice, so don’t branch out only to condense your endings 

to just one or two. Everything in moderation, Augustus Gloop! 
 



START: Blue Chapter 1 – Introducing the Story  
 

 
Alt-Text: Example of chapter content. Heading: “Editing ‘1 Blue Chapter’ Contents.” Body:  

“Set the Scene… Describe the location where the story begins. Is there something unique nearby? Landmarks that stand out 
amongst the others? Maybe a sculpture with a fun hat, a sign or plaque hidden by vines, an old bench, or a pattern on the 
ground that reminds you of a fossil. Whatever it may be, use it as the starting point to write a brief description and ground 
the reader into the real world. If you say something is to the left, and it IS, this builds trust between the reader and you 
which you can then exploit when you introduce the fiction into the mix to make it seem more believable 

Your Story Begins… Introduce the alternate reality of your story. Whether a supernatural event, a murder mystery or an 
adventure calling! This is where your story begins and will be the hook that draws the reader to the next location. 
Considering we’re creating a branching narrative, introduce an element that will pull the reader in two possible ways while 
setting up the story’s stakes/mission. 

 The Next Step… Give the reader a choice between two (or more!) story options. For example, has a dead body been 
discovered on the street? Does the reader investigate themselves or do they call for help? Ensure you keep each option of 
equal weight. No one choice should be the obvious path to take. Don’t make the choice between two locations, as your 
adventurer may not know where or what either is (and become less invested in the narrative as a result). The choice will 
need to be motivation based, always. 

 We recommend making your story accessible to someone who may struggle with a disability that prevents map reading by 
providing written and verbal directions using obvious landmarks to guide readers to the right locations to continue the 
story. The next chapter won’t unlock until the reader is in the right spot.” 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Get Creative:  
 

Add some audio to aid your story. Whether music or a voice over, audio can assist 

setting the tone. In the same way a movie without a soundtrack feels unfinished, dare 

we say creepy, music can add atmosphere to your piece, and narration/voice acting can 

add great emotional undertones.  

 

You could work with a local theatre group to act out scenes that goes with the story, 

band together friends, hire a professional, or attempt it yourself. Whatever you choose 

to do, you must have the rights to use the audio you wish to add. 
 



Edit Featured Media: 

 

 
Alt-Text: Upload media file box stating, “Chapter Featured Image or Video”. 

Add an image or video that will appear at the start of the chapter as featured content. This is a 

great place to set the tone of what is to come or highlight the theme of the chapter. Don’t just 

upload a photo of the location the chapter is set in because the reader is already there. Instead, 

get creative with the space or commission an artist to bring your alternate reality to life. 

There are endless possibilities! 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Edit Location: 

 
Alt-Text: Map of Roma Street Parklands above a side-scrolling bar controlling the radius of the pinned location. Displaying a 
thirty-metre radius. 

In the location tab, choose the starting location for the story. Make sure it is outdoors, in a 

safe location and NOT on private property. As much as we love partnering with creators, 

none of us need to be join defendants on a lawsuit, if you catch our drift… On the map 

screen, edit the radius in which the reader can stand to activate the chapter. Keep in mind that 

Get Creative:  
 

Stuck for an idea? Take a close-up photo of something interesting in the location and 

manipulate it with art filters and photo editing apps. These days, it doesn’t take much to turn 

a photo into a piece of art.  
 



not all phones have precise GPS. A 30m radius is good for 

open areas, a 50m radius is ideal for locations with tall 

buildings or skyscrapers. 

  

 

Edit Connections and Requirements: 
 

The beginning chapter does NOT require an incoming chapter 

because it’s the start of the story. The outgoing chapters will 

be the two purple chapters shown in the earlier diagram.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Purple Chapters: Rising Action 

 

Alt-Text: Example of chapter content. Heading: “Editing ‘2 Purple Chapter’ Contents.” Body:  

“Now that the adventurer has made their first decision, where has this path led them? Write the rising action to the story 
using the previous choice to build off.  

Alt-Text: Outgoing label with 2 
connections. Dropdown boxes 
selecting “2 Purple Chapter” and “3 
Purple Chapter”. 

Blue Chapter Checklist: 
 

☐Set chapter title 

☐Edit contents of chapter 

☐Set featured image or video 

☐Add any media content such as audio clips 

☐Set location where the story will be activated 

☐Set outgoing chapters to the two purple chapters 



For example: If the reader decided to investigate the body, they find an important clue that could lead them to the 
murderer and now they must decide to continue to investigate themselves or give the evidence to the police. IF the reader 
chose to contact the police first, they are removed from the investigation but perhaps accused of being the murderer and 
now they must work to clear their name. Cue suspense and intrigue!  

 Just like the beginning chapter, make each choice compelling to really make the readers think about what path they should 
go down. If you’re struggling with ideas, use the features of your chosen locations to bounce off.” 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Edit Featured Media: 
 

 
Alt-Text: Upload media file box stating, “Chapter Featured Image or Video”. 

Just like the opening chapter, add an image, or video that will appear at the start of the 

chapter. Make it different from the opening chapter and explore some more artistic creativity. 

You can either keep it to the same style (art commission, manipulate photos, etc.) or try 

having a different style for each chapter. The featured image is a companion to your written 

work and is an easy way to give a visual to the fantasy/fictional overlay, giving the illusion of 

AR/VR without the pesky cost. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Length Tip:  
 

An ideal chapter length is 500-700 words which gives an optimum audio/narration length of 

3-4mins long. If your chapters are short, consider adding more locations closer together to 

not only keep up the pace, but the motivation. If your chapters are longer, consider 

shortening the number of locations the reader will have to visit to get to a satisfactory 

ending. 
 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Make it Interesting:  
 

Do you have some fun facts about the location of the story or even some more information 

about the characters and events happening inside the story?  

 

Use the info pop-up tool to add bonus information for the reader without detracting from the 

flow of the story.  

 

There is a limit of 600 characters, but you’re a creative young sprite, we know you’ll figure 

it out! Use them for good, not evil! Or if you have to be evil, at least be interesting. 

 

 

 
Alt-Text: Example of Info Pop-Ups in Edit Contents screen. Text “Info Pop-Up” highlighted and linked to Info Pop-up 
Contents on the right-hand side. Text block reads: “Info Pop-Ups can expand the story without detracting from the flow of 
the narrative. There is a limit of 600 characters, use them for good, not evil!” 



Edit Location: 

 
Alt-Text: Map of Roma Street Parklands above a side-scrolling bar controlling the radius of the pinned location. Displaying a 
thirty-metre radius 

Set the location that will activate the chapter. Keep in mind that this should be at least 50m 

away from the last location if walking and not too far away that an adventurer is likely to give 

up. The prime length for the overall distance walked across all locations/chapters in a branch 

is 1km. You can also return to past locations if desired. If you’re promoting cycling or 

driving as your main mode of transport (or even hiking, where people are happy to tramp for 

HOURS up a mountain) you can make your distances longer as a result. 

 

 

 

Edit Connections and Requirements: 
 

Check the ingoing chapter is correct. This is the blue chapter. 

Add the outgoing chapters as two of the orange chapters. Purple 

Chapter 2 should connect to Orange Chapters 4 and 5 while 

Purple Chapter 3 should connect to Orange Chapters 6 and 7. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Alt-Text: Outgoing label with 2 
connections. Dropdown boxes 
selecting, “4 Orange Chapter”, 
and, “5 Orange Chapter”. 

Purple Chapter Checklist: 
 

☐Set chapter title 

☐Edit contents of chapter 

☐Set featured image or video 

☐Add any media content such as audio clips 

☐Set location where the story will be activated 

☐Check ingoing chapter is correct (the Blue Chapter) 

☐Set outgoing chapters (2 Orange Chapters) 

☐Repeat for each Purple Chapter 

 



Orange Chapter: The Climax  

 

Alt-Text: Example of chapter content. Heading: “Editing ‘4 Orange Chapter’ Contents.” Body:  

“The reader is nearing the end and is now facing their biggest challenge yet. Perhaps they’ve come face-to-face with the 
murderer or have lost the vital piece of evidence they needed. The reader should be sitting (standing?) on the edge of their 
seat but now the final decision lays in their hands and this decision will decide if they succeed… or fail. Dun-dun-daaaaa!” 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Edit Featured Media: 
 

 
Alt-Text: Upload media file box stating, “Chapter Featured Image of Video”. 

Just like the opening chapter, add an image, or video that will appear at the start of the 

chapter.  

 

Length Tip:  
 

As with the previous chapter level, an ideal chapter length is 600-700 words.  
 



 

 

 

 

Edit Location: 

 
Alt-Text: Map of Roma Street Parklands above a side-scrolling bar controlling the radius of the pinned location. Displaying a 
thirty-metre radius. 

Set the location that will activate the chapter. Keep in mind that this should be at least 50m 

away from the last location and not too far away (depending on your mode of transport – 

locations 50m apart would be a bit pointless for a driving adventure!). 

 

 

 

Get Creative:  
 

Is there a ghost in your story? Or a fantastical element shifting the perception of real world? 

Create yourself, or commission an artist, to warp the real-life location to match the fantasy of 

your story. 
 



Edit Connections and Requirements: 
 

Check the ingoing chapter is correct. This should be one of the 

purple chapters.  

 

Add the outgoing locations which will be one of the following 

combinations: 8 Green Chapter & 9 Yellow Chapter, 9 Yellow 

Chapter and 10 Red Chapter, 10 Red Chapter and 11 Yellow 

Chapter, or 11 Yellow Chapter and 12 Red Chapter.  The 

diagram below shows a visual representation of this: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Alt-Text: Outgoing label with 2 
connections. Dropdown boxes 
selecting “8 Green Chapter” and “9 
Yellow Chapter”. 

Alt-Text: Last two rows of tree diagram. Orange Chapter 4 connects to Green Chapter 8 
(Win) and Yellow Chapter 9 (Partial Win), Orange Chapter 5 connects to Yellow Chapter 9 
(Partial Win) and Red Chapter 10 (Partial Loss), Orange Chapter 6 connects to Red 
Chapter 10 (Partial Loss) and Yellow Chapter 11 (Partial Win), and Orange Chapter 7 
connects to Yellow Chapter 11 (Partial Win) and Red Chapter 12 (Loss). 

Orange Chapter Checklist: 

 
☐Set chapter title 

☐Edit contents of chapter 

☐Set featured image or video 

☐Add any media content such as audio clips 

☐Set location where the story will be activated 

☐Check ingoing chapter is correct (One of the Purple Chapters) 

☐Set outgoing chapters using the diagram above (Either Yellow, Green or Red Chapters) 

☐Repeat for each Orange Chapter 

 



END: Green Chapter: A Good Ending 

 
Alt-Text: Example of chapter content. Heading: “Editing ‘8 Green Chapter’ Contents.” Body:  

“The adventurer has done it. They have made all the right decisions and have reached the best possible ending of the story. 
In our example, this would be the ending where the murderer is caught, and the adventurer is safe… dare we say maybe 
even labelled a hero?  

Whatever the conclusion may be, ensure the reader knows they have won and have chosen the best possible pathway for 
the story. Take the time to send them to your other adventures, or maybe other creative things you make and sell online 
using the hyperlink functionality, or perhaps you want them to post to social using a particular hashtag acting out a scene, 
or you have a discount/reward for them for completing the story. You’re the creator, so it’s up to you!” 

 

 

Edit Featured Media: 
 

 
Alt-Text: Upload media file box stating, “Chapter Featured Image or Video”. 

Add an image or video that will appear at the start of the chapter. This is the final piece of 

media the reader will see. Try capturing the overall theme of your story or link back to 

elements expressed in the beginning. This is your grand exit after all! Exit through the gift 

shop, y’all! 

 

 



Edit Location: 

 
Alt-Text: Map of Roma Street Parklands above a side-scrolling bar controlling the radius of the pinned location. Displaying a 
thirty-metre radius. 

Set the final location for the journey. Remember not to take them too far away from the start. 

1km is the prime length. Looping back to the start location is always a possibility! In fact, 

loops in general make it easier for an adventurer to get back to their point of origin and the 

transport they may have taken to get there. How far away a story is taking them from that 

point of origin will often be a consideration when they are making the choices in the story (or 

choosing not to finish the adventure all together!). Perhaps it’s a pretty walk back though, or 

the final distance was short enough that a return walk really isn’t that far – all things to 

consider in the end! 

 

 

 

Edit Connections and Requirements: 
 

Check the ingoing chapter is correct. This should be Orange 

Chapter 4. Underneath the Ingoing and Outgoing tabs, check the 

box labelled “END CHAPTER”. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Alt-Text: Incoming label with 1 connection 
above outgoing label with 0 connections. 
Selected “END CHAPTER” beneath the 
outgoing label. 

Green Chapter Checklist: 

 
☐Set chapter title 

☐Edit contents of chapter 

☐Set featured image or video 

☐Add any media content such as audio clips 

☐Set location where the story will be activated 

☐Check ingoing chapter is correct (4 Orange Chapter) 

☐Ensure ‘END CHAPTER’ has been selected in the 

Connections and Requirements Tab 
 



 

 

END: Red Chapter: A Bad Ending 
 

 
Alt-Text: Example of chapter content. Heading: “Editing ’10 Red Chapter’ Contents.” Body:  

“The reader’s decision has led to catastrophe! Now they must face the consequences of their actions.  

For example, the murderer got away with murder or the adventurer is unable to clear their name despite their innocence. 
However, you could also write a partial loss similar to the yellow chapters. For example, the reader could choose to kill the 
murderer but now they have become a monster… dramatic reverb! Take the chance to send the reader off by hyperlinking 
to your other stories on the app, or web, or getting some interactivity with a post to social, it’s up to you, it’s not only the 
adventurer’s story…” 

Edit Featured Media: 
 

 
Alt-Text: Upload media file box stating, “Chapter Featured Image of Video”. 

Add an image or video that will appear at the start of the chapter. This is the final piece of 

media the reader will see. Try capturing the overall theme of your story or link back to 

elements expressed in the beginning. Everyone likes a good loose end tied up. Ah, visually 

speaking… 

 

 

 



Edit Location: 

 
Alt-Text: Map of Roma Street Parklands above a side-scrolling bar controlling the radius of the pinned location. Displaying a 
thirty-metre radius. 

Set the final location for the journey. Remember not to take them too far away from the start! 

1km is the prime length. And hey, maybe you can point out some interesting things to see on 

the way back.  

 

 

 

Edit Connections and Requirements: 
 

Check the ingoing chapter is correct. This should be at least one of the 

orange chapters. 

 

Underneath the Ingoing and Outgoing tabs, check the box labelled 

“END CHAPTER”. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

Alt-Text: Incoming label with 1 connection 
above outgoing label with 0 connections. 
Selected “END CHAPTER” beneath the 
outgoing label. 

Red Chapter Checklist: 

 
☐Set chapter title 

☐Edit contents of chapter 

☐Set featured image or video 

☐Add any media content such as audio clips 

☐Set location where the story will be activated 

☐Check ingoing chapter is correct (One of the Orange 

Chapters) 

☐Ensure ‘END CHAPTER’ has been selected in the 

Connections and Requirements Tab 
 



END: Yellow Chapter: A Sort Of Good Ending? 
 

 
Alt-Text: Example of chapter content. Heading: “Editing ‘9 Yellow Chapter’ Contents.” Body:  

“The reader has made it to the end, but their decisions have led to an ending that doesn’t quite feel like they won. Perhaps 
they got the murderer arrested but in doing so, labelled themselves as an accomplice. Or the reader solved the murder, but 
the police take all the credit. Conclude the story but let the reader know they could have done a little better. In fact, maybe 
they should go back to the start and try again?!” 

 

Edit Featured Media: 

 
Alt-Text: Upload media file box stating, “Chapter Featured Image of Video” 

Add an image or video that will appear at the start of the chapter. This is the final piece of 

media the reader will see. Try capturing the overall theme of your story or link back to 

elements expressed in the beginning. If they’re gonna semi-fail, may as well have something 

cool to look at right? 

 

 

  



Edit Location: 

 
Alt-Text: Map of Roma Street Parklands above a side-scrolling bar controlling the radius of the pinned location. Displaying a 
thirty-metre radius. 

Set the final location for the journey. Remember not to take them too far away from the start. 

1km is the prime length. Looping back to the start location is always a possibility! In fact, 

you probably want to, just to soften the blow…. 

 

 

 

Edit Connections and Requirements: 
 

Check the ingoing chapter is correct. This should be at least one of the 

orange chapters. 

 

Underneath the Ingoing and Outgoing tabs, check the box labelled 

“END CHAPTER”. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Alt-Text: Incoming label with 1 connection 
above outgoing label with 0 connections. 
Selected “END CHAPTER” beneath the 
outgoing label. 

Yellow Chapter Checklist: 

 
☐Set chapter title 

☐Edit contents of chapter 

☐Set featured image or video 

☐Add any media content such as audio clips 

☐Set location where the story will be activated 

☐Check ingoing chapter is correct (One of the Orange 

Chapters) 

☐Ensure ‘END CHAPTER’ has been selected in the 

Connections and Requirements Tab 
 



 

Basic Information: 
 

The information provided in the Basic Info tab is the first thing readers will see when hunting 

for your story. Think of it like a book on a shelf. The cover art should draw the eye and the 

information should hook the reader to find the first location and dive into that adventure. 

Make these details as enticing as you can and get creative with titles and taglines. Check out 

some of the examples on the app mentioned at the start of this template for ideas.  

 

And hey, if you’re the first person to create a story in your city, the Story City team will help 

you market it! 

 

 
Alt-Text: Basic Information example in Story City App. Cover Art “File Format: JPEG, GIF” (recommended 1200x480, max 
5MB). Info text is as followed. “Title: Choose Your Own Adventure”, “Tagline: A one sentence hook to capture your readers.” 
“Genre: Paranormal Mystery”, “Age Rating: PG”, “Description: Provide a brief description of your story. Think of a blurb on 
the back of a book. Short and sweet but hooks the reader. Add the starting location point so people know where they have 
to go to activate your story.” “Tags: Choose Your Own Adventure, Fiction”, “Duration: 30:00”. 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Basic Info Checklist: 
☐Gripping Title 

☐Catchy Tagline 

☐Appealing Cover Art 

☐Set Genre 

☐Set Age Rating 

☐Set Tags 

☐Provide a description of the story. This is also where you can add any providers, 

sponsors, supporters, organisation logos, land acknowledgements etc. 

☐Set Duration to complete the story including walking time. 

 



 

PUBLISHING TIME! 
 

Congratulations on this mammoth effort, now it’s time to publish your adventure! You’re in 

the home stretch, we can’t wait to see all your stories. Here’s a basic rundown of the process 

to get you going: 

 

1. Playtesting 
 

First you will need to playtest. It’s important to playtest the story before publication so 

you can see the story in action and ensure that everything is formatted correctly and 

working how you intended.  

 

There’s nothing worse than realising that gorgeous creek doesn’t actually have cell phone 

reception, or the right you told adventurers to take is actually a left, or the piece of public 

art you could have sworn was concreted into the pavement is, in fact, missing. 

*facepalm* While Google Street view is the Godsend of all Story City creators, it can be 

several years out of date depending on where you are in a city, so be careful! 

 

To playtest your story, download the Story City App on your mobile device: 

 

Android App on Google Store 

 

iOS App on Apple Store  

 

After the app has downloaded, login to your Story City Creator account. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Tap Here 

Alt-Text: Home Screen of Story City app with and 
arrow saying, “Tap Here” and pointing to the top 
left button. 

Alt-Text: Screenshot of “Sign In/Register” screen. 
Button lies at the top part of the screen beneath 
the text, “Create an account to read stories and join 
the community!” 

https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=au.com.storycity.storycity&referrer=utm_source%3Dstorycitywebsite%26utm_medium%3Ddownloadbutton
https://apps.apple.com/app/apple-store/id1605647002?platform=iphone


Once you’ve logged in, head to the library tab. You should see 

all your current stories in draft mode 

 

 

 

 

From there you’ll be able to select a story and test it simply by clicking on the story and 

pressing, “Start Story.” We recommended you do the first test in “Spoiler Mode” to check 

formatting and that all the right media has loaded into the chapter. 

 

It’s also important to test your story in the real world, going to each location and making 

sure the chapters are activating in the spot you desired. Don’t live in that city? Have a 

friend who does test it for you! It will be a fun Facebook Messenger friend date        

 

Check out the Story City Creator Resources for more details on testing your story.  

 

 

 

2. Publishing 

 
You’ve tested your story, and everything is coming up roses. Now it’s time to share your 

story with the world. Hit that publish button, let’s do this! The Publishing Wizard will run 

you through a final checks before sending the story away to get approved. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Creator 
@StoryCity 

Creator 
@StoryCity 

Creator 
@StoryCity 

Alt-Text: Story City App home 
screen with a red arrow pointing to 
the bottom right tab “Library”. 

Alt-Text: Creator Stories section with a series of 3 stories shown. Each one 
has a tool symbol on the top right corner. 

https://youtu.be/ZJi6siJLAOA
https://about.storycity.app/story-city-creator-resources/#part4


Review Story Info:  

Have you remembered to fill out the basics? The Publishing Wizard makes sure no stone 

is left unturned, no field left blank!  

 

 
Alt: Text: First stage of Publishing Wizard asks you to Review Story Info. The Wizard says “While the information can 
be updated after publishing each update will need to go through review. Please ensure its accuracy prior to 
submitting your story for review.” 

 

Review Chapter Info: 

Before publishing your story must have an End Chapter and No Orphaned Chapters. 

These are chapters that have no incoming or outgoing chapters – hey we get it, keeping 

track of all those branches can be tough! Sometimes we forget to mark a chapter as an 

ending, or include that branch with the Bogart turning into your grandmother… If either 

of these are highlighted red, go back to your chapter list, and investigate. 

 

 
Alt-Text: Review Chapter Info stage of Publishing Wizard with a green tick beside “End Chapter Set” and “No 
Orphaned Chapters.” 

 

Add Contributor and Sponsor Credits: 

It’s rare these days that we create things in a vacuum. And I’m sure you’ve heard it’s cool 

to give credit where credit is due       This part of the publishing wizard lets you do just 

that! Anyone who collaborated with you on the story can be included as a contributor. 

Add their user/code name on Story City and select their role on the project. If they are a 

creator with an account, you can directly tag them, if they aren't on the platform, you can 

just type their name for a text credit. 

 



 
Alt-Text: Second Stage of Publishing Wizard asking for Contributor Credits and Sponsor details. 

Final Confirmation: 

The last stage of the publishing wizard will ask you to check four boxes. You must agree 

to each one in order to have your story published. 

 
Alt-Text: For confirmation boxes ticked green stating the following: “I confirm I own the copyright or have permission 
to use the copyright of all content I have uploaded”, “I confirm I have read and agreed to the User Agreement”, “I 
confirm I have playtested my story via the Story City app before submitting for publishing approval from Story City”, 
and “I confirm I am not sending people to dangerous places or private property.” 

 

And that’s it! Your story is now ready for the world to see. It may take up to 24 hours for the 

story to go live on the platform as each story has to be approved by Story City.  

 

The world is full of adventures, we can’t wait to see yours! 


